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Kryst' I Arnold 
Spirotica 3. Nona oil pastel & watercolor $500 
Spirotica 2. Wyndance oil pastel & watercolor $400 
Spirotica 1. Dhat One oil pastel & watercolor $500 
Spirotica 4. (,B.U.T? oil pastel & watercolor $500 
Spirotica 6. Aye Sf oil pastel & watercolor . $500 
Spirotica 5. Gradtfual Maystery oil pastel & watercolor $400 
Spirotica 8. Gyven oil pastel & watercolor $700 
Spirotica 9. Empyress oil pastel & watercolor $500 
Spirotica 7. -Mination oil pastel & watercolor $500 
Spirotica 10. Attempts acrylic $700 
Spirotica 11. Seldom- acrylic $600 
